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Dynamic Motion Planning of 3D
Human Locomotion Using
Gradient-Based Optimization
Since humans can walk with an infinite variety of postures and limb movements, there is
no unique solution to the modeling problem to predict human gait motions. Accordingly,
we test herein the hypothesis that the redundancy of human walking mechanisms makes
solving for human joint profiles and force time histories an indeterminate problem best
solved by inverse dynamics and optimization methods. A new optimization-based humanmodeling framework is thus described for predicting three-dimensional human gait motions on level and inclined planes. The basic unknowns in the framework are the joint
motion time histories of a 25-degree-of-freedom human model and its six global degrees
of freedom. The joint motion histories are calculated by minimizing an objective function
such as deviation of the trunk from upright posture that relates to the human model’s
performance. A variety of important constraints are imposed on the optimization problem, including (1) satisfaction of dynamic equilibrium equations by requiring the model’s
zero moment point (ZMP) to lie within the instantaneous geometrical base of support, (2)
foot collision avoidance, (3) limits on ground-foot friction, and (4) vanishing yawing
moment. Analytical forms of objective and constraint functions are presented and discussed for the proposed human-modeling framework in which the resulting optimization
problems are solved using gradient-based mathematical programing techniques. When
the framework is applied to the modeling of bipedal locomotion on level and inclined
planes, acyclic human walking motions that are smooth and realistic as opposed to less
natural robotic motions are obtained. The aspects of the modeling framework requiring
further investigation and refinement, as well as potential applications of the framework in
biomechanics, are discussed. 关DOI: 10.1115/1.2898730兴

Introduction

1.1 Previous Work. Normal human locomotion requires
complex control between multiple limb and body segments working in synchronization to provide the most shock-absorbing and
energy-efficient forward movement possible 共Saunders et al. 关1兴兲.
Within the realm of normal locomotion, specific gait characteristics arise due to variations in muscle strength, dynamic ranges of
motion, the relative shape, position, and function of neuromuscular and musculoskeletal structures, and ligamentous and capsular
constraints on the joints. Although human locomotion has been
the subject of intense research 共Saunders et al. 关1兴, Perry 关2兴,
Sutherland 关3兴, Sutherland et al. 关4兴, Skinner 关5兴兲, many aspects
remain enigmatic. While the existing technologies of motion capture and gait analysis can measure and document fine details of
human locomotion, they do not have the predictive capabilities
that are needed to more fully understand how different anthropometries and states of health or disease affect human locomotion.
Toward this end, a predictive framework for modeling the dynamics of human walking is put forward in this paper.
Digital human modeling is a relatively new field that includes
development of mathematical models for full-body kinematics
and dynamics. This field has gained considerable momentum in
recent years with support from manufacturing industries who seek
to forestall the need for expensive prototyping and human testing
of their products. Instead, their products can be tested with virtual
humans, which are mathematical models that represent human
1
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anthropometry, kinematics, and dynamics. The development of
mathematically based virtual humans is known as digital human
modeling. While this field has a tremendous range of applications
in the manufacturing and evaluation of consumer products, we
believe that it also has an equally broad range of biomedical applications. In this paper, we focus our attention on the challenge of
controlling a digital human model so that it will walk in a way
that realistically emulates normal human locomotion.
Predicting natural bipedal gait motion for a digital human
model with specified anthropometric parameters can involve a solution of nontrivial dynamics problems in which joint angle rotations, joint torque profiles, and GRFs are all unknowns. Many of
the physical constraints on human locomotion, such as joint angle
limits 共JALs兲, joint torque limits, and lack of ground penetration,
are typically specified as inequality constraints. Since it is not
known a priori whether or not these constraints will be active at
any given instant, they contribute to the difficulty in solving the
dynamics problem.
Due to the indeterminacy of the dynamics problem associated
with human locomotion, several different approaches to modeling
of human locomotion have been described in the literature. For
simplicity, these approaches can be categorized into those that
solve the dynamics problem of human motion either directly or
indirectly and those that do not solve the dynamics problem at all
and deal strictly with the kinematics. Statistical database methods,
for example, deal strictly with kinematics and rely on searching
through preestablished motion databases and finding appropriate
walking motions that are then sequenced and scaled to correspond
to the anthropometry of the digital human model under consideration 共Furusho and Masubuchi 关6兴; Faraway et al. 关7兴兲. As such
methods do not involve solving the dynamics equations of motion,
they do not yield joint forces or the related work that they do. For
this reason, such methods cannot evaluate energy expenditure or
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the stability of different walking motions, or even adapt to walking on sloped inclines. Such methods may also provide little insight on the subtleties of human locomotion.
There is a considerable variation among the motion planning
methods that address the dynamics of human locomotion. To better understand the preceding works in this area, it is helpful to
distinguish between those directed at motion planning of robots
and those directed at modeling realistic human walking behaviors.
It is also useful to further distinguish between those methods that
solve the dynamics problem directly and those that solve the dynamic problem in an inverse manner.
1.1.1 Robotic Versus Human Motion. In robotics, a fast solution of the dynamics problem is needed to facilitate real-time control. Accordingly, large numbers of artificial equality constraints
are imposed on the robotic gait parameters by a priori specification of hip/limb motions or by specifying trajectories in time of
the 共ZMP兲.2 Although such artificial constraints speed up the solution process by reducing the feasible domain, they can be overly
restrictive to the point where the resulting motions may be unsmooth, unnatural, and unable to adapt to changes in the mission
goals, the anthropometric data, or the terrain conditions. Among
the works from this category, Azevedo et al. 关8兴 synthesized a gait
motion offline and applied a simple law to control a real system.
In the offline motion synthesis, equality constraints on the initial,
final, and intermediate positions of the ankle, toe, and hip joints
were imposed to ensure obstacle avoidance, static stability, and
symmetry of gait stages. Nishiwaki and Kagami 关9兴 proposed a
real-time walking pattern generator to make a humanoid follow
specified foot locations on the ground and to maintain a desired
ZMP trajectory. Kuffner et al. 关10兴 employed a randomized search
strategy based on “rapidly exploring random trees” 共RRTs兲 to find
dynamically stable trajectories. In this approach, a collision-free,
statically stable kinematical path is first determined and then iteratively adjusted to become a dynamically feasible trajectory. An
online balance compensation scheme was employed in the work
of Kuffner et al. to enforce constraints on the center of gravity
projection and the ZMP trajectory in order to maintain overall
dynamic equilibrium 共DE兲.
Alternatively, works that attempt to solve for human walking
motion based on performance optimization with only natural constraints imposed are believed suitable for the reproduction of realistic human motions. For digital human simulations, the objective functions represent human performance measures, and
optimization methods are used to solve for the feasible joint motion profiles that extremize the objective functions and satisfy the
necessary constraints 共Chevallereau and Aousin 关11兴; Saidouni
and Bessonnet 关12兴兲. The importance of the works in this category
is that the human motions are not artificially constrained and are
dynamically feasible, and hence can realistically reproduce human
motions. Optimization-based digital human motion planning problems can be viewed as numerical optimal control problems 共Wang
et al. 关13兴兲. While this approach is more computationally intensive
and not necessarily amenable to the real-time analysis and control
needed in robotics, it does yield more realistic motion and is
hence better for studying the biomechanics of human locomotion.
1.1.2 Forward Versus Inverse Dynamics. Both forward and
inverse dynamics formulations can be used in modeling bipedal
locomotion. Forward dynamics starts with initial conditions and
known forces and solves for the unknown joint displacements by
numerical integration 共Chevallereau et al. 关14兴, Roussel et al. 关15兴,
and Anderson and Pandy 关16兴兲. The process of integrating forces
over time intervals to obtain walking motions can itself be computationally intensive. When one further considers that the forces
that drive the bipedal locomotion are themselves unknown and
must be obtained by repeatedly solving the forward dynamics
2
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problem with trial forces until those that maximize the desired
human performance objectives are found, it becomes clear that
approaches utilizing forward dynamics can be very computationally intensive. One way to deal with the computational intensity of
forward dynamics formulations has been to use massively parallel
algorithms and processing techniques 共Pandy et al. 关17兴兲.
Inverse dynamics differs from forward dynamics in that it calculates unknown forces from joint displacement histories. Since
the joint displacement histories associated with locomotion are
unknown a priori, they are determined using optimization methods 共Wang et al. 关18兴, Bessonnet et al. 关19兴, and Chevallereau and
Aousin 关11兴兲. The balance of joint forces that arise from joint
displacements is evaluated through differential algebraic equations 共DAEs兲, and balance constraints are imposed on the optimization problem. Two important issues that arise in such inverse
dynamics frameworks are the human performance criteria and
methods for approximating the joint trajectories. The work of Lo
et al. 关20兴, although it deals with human motion and tasks other
than locomotion, provides a thorough description of an inverse
dynamics framework for predicting human motions. By using the
control points of cubic B-spline approximations of joint angle
profiles as design variables, Lo et al. 关20兴 used a quasi-Newton
algorithm to solve for joint angle profiles that minimize actuating
joint torques during lifting. Chevallereau and Aousin 关11兴 planned
a robotic walking and running motion using optimization to determine the coefficients of a polynomial approximation for profiles of the pelvis translations and joint angle rotations. Walking
was treated as a combination of successive single support phases
共SSPs兲 with instantaneous double support phases 共DSPs兲 defined
by passive impact. Saidouni and Bessonnet 关12兴 solved for cyclic,
symmetric gait motion of a 9DOF model that moves in the sagittal
plane. A cyclic, symmetric gait motion was composed of repeated
gait stages with SSPs and DSPs that are symmetric when the left
and right feet change roles. The control points for the B-spline
curves along with the time durations for the gait stages were optimized to minimize the actuating torque energy. By adopting the
time durations as design variables, the motions for both the single
support and double support were simultaneously optimized.
1.1.3 Musculoskeletal Model Versus Skeletal Model. Two
types of models are generally used in modeling human locomotion: 共1兲 skeleton models in which all effects of muscles are modeled as simply as torques applied to joints; 共2兲 musculoskeletal
models where muscle groups are included in the dynamic system
and represented by Hill-type elements 共Yamaguchi and Zajac 关21兴,
Pandy et al. 关17兴, and Pandy 关22兴兲. Skeletal models are used quite
naturally in robotic modeling and are even used in human locomotion modeling due to their relative simplicity and computational efficiency 共Chevallereau and Aousin 关11兴, Bessonnet et al.
关19兴, and Saidouni and Bessonet 关12兴兲. Examples where musculoskeletal models have been employed include a 3D 8DOF model
by Yamaguchi and Zajac 关21兴 to restore unassisted natural gait to
paraplegics and a 3D musculoskeletal body model 共23DOF, 54
muscles兲 for normal symmetric walking on level ground by
Anderson and Pandy 关16兴. The forward dynamics optimization
problem with such musculoskeletal models is typically posed to
minimize metabolic energy expenditure per unit distance traveled.
A set of terminal posture constraints is often imposed to ensure
repeatability of the gait cycle, and the resulting simulations match
well with the patterns of body-segmental displacements, ground
reaction forces, and muscle activations obtained from experiments.
1.2 Current Work. The hypothesis underlying this work is
that modeling of human locomotion is best done within a combined inverse dynamics and optimization framework. A number of
preceding works that have used such an approach have been focused on 2D sagittal plane walking 共Bessonnet et al. 关19兴; Saidouni and Bessonet 关12兴兲. Here, the goal is to develop a general
three-dimensional formulation for modeling realistic human locoTransactions of the ASME
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motion. Within this work, foot stepping patterns are prescribed in
order to overcome numerical difficulties associated with the discontinuity of constraint functions that would occur otherwise.
Nevertheless, gait stage durations are automatically calculated
within this work by optimizing a sequence of knot variables. Like
some of the previously cited works and also that of Tang et al.
关23兴 a modified cubic B-spline time interpolation scheme is employed for the joint displacement profiles. This provides C2 continuity of the joint profiles in time and thus allows for a reduction
of foot impact forces. In addition, an efficient sequential quadratic
programing 共SQP兲 algorithm and software are used to solve the
motion optimization problem. If suitable objective and constraint
functions can be identified and utilized within this modeling
framework to produce walking motions fully consistent with normal human locomotion, then a useful formulation with which to
study the biomechanics of walking can be obtained. Some of the
specific challenges addressed in the body of this paper are briefly
described below.
1.2.1 Treatment of Multiple Gait Stages and Discontinuity in
Stage Transitions. When applying gradient-based optimization to
general human locomotion modeling, one has to carefully formulate the modeling problem so that the functionals used are
smoothly differentiable in design space to the extent possible. If
the functional gradients in design variable space are discontinuous, it can result in failure to converge to optimal solutions. The
first-order time derivatives of ground-foot nonslippage constraint
functions tend to be discontinuous in time at the gait stage transition points. Many preceding works have avoided this potential
difficulty by finding optimal human locomotion within single gait
stage and then by generating the remainder of the cyclic motion
using symmetry in which the roles of left and right legs are
changed 共Anderson and Pandy 关16兴, Kuffner et al. 关10兴, and
Azevevedo et al. 关8兴兲. However, since general human locomotion
is noncyclic and nonsymmetric and sometimes has special initial/
final conditions such as zero-velocity/acceleration condition, the
general formulation developed here seeks solutions for an entire
general gait motion featuring multiple gait stages with different
foot support patterns. For example, a gait cycle is composed of 共1兲
a single support on the left foot, 共2兲 a double support on the left
toes and the right heel, 共3兲, a single support on the right foot, and
共4兲 a double support on the right toes and the left heel. The current
formulation can optimize gait motions over multiple gait stages.
This is accomplished by dividing continuous gait motion into a
number of stages and by evaluating the functionals at specific
points in time of each stage 共for details, see Sec. 3.3兲.
1.2.2 Modified B-Splines With Stage Duration Design by Controlling Knots. A modified cubic B-spline curve approximation
method with nonrepeated knots is used to interpolate joint angle
and displacement profiles. The control points along with knots are
simultaneously optimized to predict walking. The new formulation renders the shape functions in explicit polynomial form rather
than in recursive form. Furthermore, by truncation of the first
three curve segments, the remaining curve segments are given as
a linear combination of a constant number of control points 共four兲
and their corresponding basis functions. This facilitates the calculation of continuous analytical gradients and has the added benefit
of saving both programing and computational efforts. Note that
the shape of the basis functions change with time and knots. In the
present framework, motion during a gait stage is represented by
one or more curve segments bounded by two adjacent knots. By
designing the knot distributions, the stage durations are optimized.
1.2.3 Check of ZMP Relative to the Base of Support. When
using optimization formulations to solve for joint angles and displacements associated with human locomotion, various constraints are imposed to ensure that 共1兲 the JALs are not exceeded,
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering

共2兲 there is no foot penetration of the ground, 共3兲 there is no
slippage of the foot on the ground, 共4兲 the body obeys DE conditions, and 共5兲 the initial and final foot placements agree with those
that are prescribed. The DE condition requires equilibrium of all
the forces on walking bipeds and is herein imposed by constraining the instantaneous ZMP location to lie within the instantaneous
boundaries of the base of support 共BOS兲. The BOS corresponds to
the footprint on the ground in the single support case and to the
convex hull of the foot contact regions in the double support case.
The ZMP concept dates back to 35 years ago and has been reexamined in recent literature for clarification and extension 共Goswami 关24兴, Vukobratović and Borovac 关25兴, and Sardain and Bessonnet 关26兴兲.
1.3 Overview. In Sec. 2, the concepts and approaches to imposing DE by geometrically constraining the point ZMP to fall
within the BOS are first introduced. Then, interpolated joint angle
trajectories and their time derivatives are described using modified
B splines. The inertial and gravity forces acting on the body segments are also described using recursive multibody kinematics. In
Sec. 3, the optimization formulation for locomotion modeling is
defined by identifying cost and constraint functions along with
measures taken to ensure C1 continuity of the cost and constraint
functions in design space. The numerical examples explored in
Sec. 4 of this paper involve three-step gait motions on level and
inclined plane surfaces by a 25-degree-of-freedom virtual human
model. Section 5 discusses the numerical results and issues that
require further investigation as well as potential applications of
this methodology in biomechanics and biomedicine.

2

Analysis

2.1 Dynamic Equilibrium. One of the most profound issues
in modeling human locomotion within an inverse dynamics
framework in which only the joint displacements and rotations are
known is ensuring that the resulting forces satisfy DE. The ground
contact forces acting on the feet are reactions to both the gravity
forces and the inertial forces associated with the body’s motion.
The notion of the ZMP is useful in checking DE of the body and
is based on the concept that the muscle forces act on the joints as
self-balanced internal forces, opposite in direction and equal in
magnitude. When the entire body is taken as a dynamic system
undergoing prescribed displacements, the contributions of selfbalanced joint forces vanish and the gravity and inertial forces can
be easily determined. The only significant unknown forces acting
on the system are the GRFs. If the ZMP lies within the body’s
BOS region, it can be shown 共e.g., Sardain and Bessonnet 关26兴兲
that the body satisfies the DE condition. Further elaborations on
the usage of the ZMP to ensure DE of the human body during
locomotion are described in this section.
2.1.1 ZMP Concept and Implementation. The forces acting on
a walker can be sorted into 共1兲 ground contact forces acting on the
feet and 共2兲 noncontact forces due to inertia and gravity. At a
given instant, the center of pressure 共COP兲 is the point of action
for the resultant of the ground contact forces. The COP is also
defined as the instantaneous point on the ground about which the
instantaneous contact forces have a vanishing tipping moment
where the tipping moment is the resultant of the contact moments
that act within the ground plane. The yawing moment due to
ground contact forces orthogonally acts to the ground plane and
does not contribute to the tipping moment. The ZMP is that point
on the ground plane through which the resultant of the noncontact
forces acting on the body passes. Accordingly, the noncontact
forces acting on the human body exert no tipping moments about
the ZMP. For balance of the tipping moments exerted on the body
by the contact and noncontact forces, the COP and ZMP points
should coincide with each other. Furthermore, due to the unilateral
nature of foot contact with a rigid nonadhesive walking surface,
the contact stresses should be strictly compressive 共or repulsive兲
JUNE 2008, Vol. 130 / 031002-3
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rather than tensile 共or attractive兲. Since the COP necessarily lies
within the BOS and since the COP and ZMP coincide, the ZMP
must also reside within the BOS.
The resultant of noncontact forces exerted on the body 共i.e.,
those due to inertia and gravity兲 is denoted by RIGF and expressed
as
RIGF = mg − mẍG

共1兲

where m is the total mass of the body, g the gravitational acceleration, xG the instantaneous center of mass 共COM兲 of the body,
and ẍG its instantaneous acceleration. The resultant moment of
RIGF about the ZMP 共point xD in Fig. 1兲 is given as
IGF
MD
= xDG ⫻ RIGF − ḢG

共2兲

in which xDG = xG − xD is a vector from the ZMP point xD to the
COM xG and ḢG is the rate of angular momentum about xG. If the
origin of a Cartesian-coordinate system that is on the ground plane
is denoted by O 共Fig. 1兲, the resultant moment about point O,
IGF
is
which can be written as M O
IGF
MO
= xG ⫻ RIGF − ḢG

共3兲

Accordingly, Eq. 共2兲 can be rewritten as
IGF
IGF
= MO
− xD ⫻ RIGF
MD

共4兲

From the condition that the tipping moment of RIGF about the
ZMP xD vanishes, one can thus write
IGF
IGF
0 = n ⫻ MD
= n ⫻ MO
− 共n · RIGF兲xD + 共n · xD兲RIGF

共5兲

in which n is a unit vector that is normal to the ground plane.
Since n · xD = 0, the position vector of the ZMP in the reference
Cartesian system is obtained from Eq. 共5兲 as follows:
xD =

IGF
n ⫻ MO
n · RIGF

共6兲

For any walking motion to satisfy DE, the ZMP should stay
within the BOS ⌫BOS.
The resulting inertia forces acting at the body’s current COM
共−mẍG and −ḢG兲 are calculated by summing the inertia forces
acting on the body’s individual segments. Consequently, the resultant of the inertial and gravitational forces acting on the body
RIGF can be computed as follows:
031002-4 / Vol. 130, JUNE 2008

where nbody is the number of body segments, mi denotes the mass
i
of the ith body segment, and ẍG
denotes the acceleration of that
body segment’s COM. In a similar fashion, the resultant moment
IGF
MO
of RIGF about the origin of the Cartesian reference frame is
computed from Eq. 共3兲 as follows:
nbody
IGF
=
MO

兺 关x

i
G

i
i
⫻ 共mig − miẍG
兲 − ḢG
兴

共8兲

i

i
is the position vector of the ith body segment’s COM
in which xG
i
is the rate of angular
in the reference Cartesian frame and ḢG
i
momentum about xG. In the current modeling framework, the rate
of angular momentum of each body segment about its own COM
i
= 0兲 on the assumption that the mass of each
is neglected 共i.e., ḢG
i
body link is concentrated at its COM xG
.

2.1.2 Foot Contact, Stepping Patterns, and Collision
Avoidance. For an evaluation of DE during 3D walking, the BOS
共⌫BOS in Fig. 2兲 should be expressed in mathematical form according to different foot stepping patterns. The stepping patterns
refer to which foot segments are in ground contact during different gait stages. Figure 3 shows that each foot has six potential
contact points, with the right foot having the right toe medial
共RT1兲, right toe lateral 共RT2兲, right ball medial 共RB1兲, right ball
lateral 共RB2兲, right heel medial 共RH1兲, and right heel lateral
共RH2兲. The left foot has six analogous contact points. For the DSP
of the gait with the right foot in the front 共denoted by RDS兲, the
rear part of the right foot 共RB1-RB2-RH1-RH2兲 and the front part
of the left foot 共LT1-LT2-LB1-LB2兲 are in contact with the
ground 共Fig. 3兲. The phase of the gait that has only the right foot
on the ground is denoted by RSS for right foot single support. In
this phase, all six points of the right foot are in ground contact.
Similarly, during left foot single support 共LSS兲, all six points of
the left foot are in ground contact. All of the foot contact points
for the four gait stages are defined in Table 1.
The BOS polygon and its interior ⌫BOS can be determined for
each foot contact pattern. For example, during single foot support
conditions 共either LSS or RSS兲, the BOS polygon is a simple
quadrilateral. Under LSS, the corners of the quadrilateral are coordinates of the four contact points LH2, LH1, LT1, LT2, and
under RSS, the corners of the quadrilateral are the coordinates of
RH2, RH1, RT1, and RT2. Under double foot support conditions,
the BOS will be formed by the intersection of six subregions each
of which is a half-plane denoted by Li 共Fig. 3兲. In the general case,
⌫BOS is formed by the intersection of nBOS half-planes as follows:
Transactions of the ASME
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nBOS

⌫BOS = 艚 Li

xLH1,xLT1 苸 共Lm2兲C = 兵x兩b共x,xRT1,xRH1兲 艋 0其

共9兲

i=1

where b共x , xm1 , xm2兲 is the distance of point x above a line connecting two foot points xm1 and xm2.

Each of the half-planes can be expressed as follows:
Li = 兵x兩b共x,xi1,xi2兲 艋 0其

共10a兲

b共x,xi1,xi2兲 = n · 关共x − xi2兲 ⫻ 共xi1 − xi2兲兴

共10b兲

2.2 Time Interpolation of Joint Degrees of Freedom With
Modified Cubic B Splines. The joint degrees of freedom of the
human model are approximated in time using linear combinations
of modified cubic B-spline basis functions. This approximation
method basically corresponds to the unclamped cubic B-spline
approximation 共Piegl and Tiller 关27兴兲 but differs only in that it
excludes irregular segments. An irregular segment has an insufficient number of control parameters. For example, a linear combination of less than four cubic basis functions cannot represent an
arbitrary cubic curve. The modified cubic B-spline turns out to be
a cubic uniform B-spline curve when knots are uniformly spaced.
The global time interval on which a motion planning problem is
solved is denoted by ⍀ = 兵tmin , tmax其. With simple knot approximations, a sequence of monotonically increasing time values on the
global interval are called knots and the number of values in the
sequence is denoted nknots. The set of knots is represented as
follows: 兵t0 , t1 , t2 , . . . , tnknots−1其, with t0 = tmin and tnknots−1 = tmax.
The global time interval is partitioned into a discrete set of segments defined by these knots as follows:

In the equation above, b共x , xi1 , xi2兲 is the distance that a point x
lies above a line connecting the location of the two foot points xi1
and xi2. Appropriate pairs of foot points 兵i1 , i2 兩 1 艋 i 艋 nBOS其
that define the boundary of ⌫BOS for different foot support conditions are provided in Table 2.
The same basic ideas can be used to create foot collision avoidance 共FCA兲 constraint that prevents footprints of the left and right
feet from overlapping each other. In the current framework, this is
accomplished by not allowing the right foot to lie within the left
foot’s lateral half-plane and by not allowing the left foot to fall
within the lateral plane of the right foot. Mathematically, the FCA
condition is represented as
xRH1,xRT1 苸 共Lm1兲C = 兵x兩b共x,xLH1,xLT1兲 艋 0其
共11兲

Table 1 Foot points in ground contact with different stepping patterns. The symbol “Y” means that the foot point is in ground
contact, and the symbol “N” means that the foot point is not
Step pattern

LH1

LH2

LB1

LB2

LT1

LT2

RH1

RH2

RB1

RB2

RT1

RT2

RDS
RSS
LDS
RDS

N
N
Y
Y

N
N
Y
Y

Y
N
Y
Y

Y
N
Y
Y

Y
N
N
Y

Y
N
N
Y

Y
Y
N
N

Y
Y
N
N

Y
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
N

N
Y
Y
N

N
Y
Y
N

Table 2 Foot contact points defining boundaries of the BOS for various foot support conditions. The parameter nBOS denotes the
number of Lj segments defining the boundary, with each segment defined by two foot contact points j1 and j2
L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

Step
pattern

nBOS

11

12

21

22

31

32

41

42

51

52

61

62

LSS
RSS
LDS
RDS

4
4
6
6

LH2
RH1
LH2
LB2

LT2
RT1
LB1
LT2

LT2
RT1
LB1
LT2

LT1
RT2
RT1
RB1

LT1
RT2
RT1
RB1

LH1
RH2
RT2
RB2

LH1
RH2
RT2
RB2

LH2
RH1
RB2
RH2

—
—
RB2
RH2

—
—
RB1
LB1

—
—
RB1
LB1

—
—
LH2
LB2
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nseg+2

i=nknots−2

⍀=

艛

⍀i

i=0

where 兵⍀i = t兩ti 艋 t ⬍ ti+1其

共12兲

j=3

兺 q̂

共i+j−3兲 M ij共t,t

i

兲,

i 苸 兵3,4, . . . ,共nknots − 3兲其

j=0

共13兲
where q̂k denotes the control points, M ij denotes the basis function
that covers the ith segment, i.e., t 苸 ⍀i, and ti denotes the set of
bounding knot values of the segments that the basis functions M ij
span, specifically, ti = 兵ti−3 , ti−2 , ti−1 , ti , ti+1 , ti+2其. Note that for the
curve segment 共i = 1 , 2 , 3 or nknots− 2兲, some knots necessary for
constructing M ij are missing, and it makes the curve segment
irregular.
The number of regular segments 共nseg兲 corresponding to the
global time interval with 共nknots兲 knots is nseg= nknots− 5. The
number of control points needed for the approximation is nctrl
= nseg+ 3 = nknots− 2. The shape functions that cover the ith segment ⍀i are as follows:
共ti − t兲3
M i0共t,ti兲 =
共ti − ti−3兲共ti − ti−2兲共ti − ti−1兲
M i1共t,ti兲 =

M i2共t,ti兲 =

兺

共16兲

sim
d̂ j = tmax

j=3

The modified cubic B-spline curve approximates a model degree
of freedom q as follows:
q共t 苸 ⍀i兲 =

sim
tnseg+3 = tmin
+

共t − ti−2兲共t − ti兲共t − ti+1兲
共ti − ti−2兲共ti − ti−1兲共ti+1 − ti−2兲

+

共t − ti+1兲2共t − ti−1兲
共ti − ti−1兲共ti+1 − ti−2兲共ti+1 − ti−1兲

=

T j共q j兲 · x̃nP

共17兲

j=i

N

共14b兲

SN =

兿 T 共q 兲
i

共18兲

i

i=1

By the recursive calculation of kinematical quantities 共Featherstone 关29兴兲, the computation procedure can be simplified as follows. The transformation matrix SN is

共ti−2 − t兲共ti−1 − t兲共ti+1 − t兲
共ti − ti−1兲共ti+1 − ti−2兲共ti+1 − ti−1兲

SN =

共ti−1 − t兲2共ti+2 − t兲
+
共ti − ti−1兲共ti+1 − ti−1兲共ti+2 − ti−1兲

共14c兲

共t − ti−1兲3
共ti − ti−1兲共ti+1 − ti−1兲共ti+2 − ti−1兲

共14d兲

M i3共t,ti兲 =

冉兿 冊
n

x̃0P

where x̃nP ⬅ 兵xnP , 1其 is an augmented 4 ⫻ 1 vector for xnP; and T j共q j兲
is a 4 ⫻ 4 transformation matrix from the jth to the 共j − 1兲th coordinate system. Let the transformation matrix from Nth local to
global Cartesian coordinates be denoted as SN

共ti−2 − t兲2共ti − t兲
共ti − ti−2兲共ti − ti−1兲共ti+1 − ti−2兲
+

2.4 Kinematics. The Denavit–Hartenberg method 共Denavit
and Hartenberg 关28兴; Featherstone 关29兴兲 is used in the present
human model to represent the relative motions of a 3D rigid skeletal linkage system. As shown in Fig. 4, the human model has 28
rotational degrees of freedom and three rigid body translational
degrees of freedom that govern the location of the pelvis.
A neutral state of the skeletal model is one in which all of the
joint rotation angles assume values of zero. A local coordinate
system is attached to each skeletal body segment between the
joints shown in Fig. 4. The relationship between the local coordinates of a point P on the nth segment 共xnP兲 and its corresponding
global coordinates 共x0P兲 is given by a relation of the following
form:

共14a兲

共t − ti兲2共t − ti−3兲
共ti − ti−3兲共ti − ti−2兲共ti − ti−1兲
+

The derivatives of time-interpolated joint degrees of freedom and
their velocities and accelerations can be quite straightforwardly
obtained with respect to both the control variables and the segment duration variables.

2.3 Time Segment Durations. The sequence of monotonically increasing knots noted above is not arbitrarily chosen but
instead obtained by optimizing the duration of time segments. A
set of additional optimization variables d̂ = 兵d̂ j 兩 0 艋 j ⬍ nseg + 2 ; 0
⬍ dmin 艋 d̂ j其 is thus introduced to represent the individual time
segment durations where d̂i denotes a stage duration and dmin is
the minimum permissible value allowed 共in this study, dmin
= 0.1 s is used兲. The knot variables are, in turn, expressed from the
segment durations as follows:

冋

SN−1 · TN共qN兲 共N ⬎ 0兲
共N = 0兲

I

册

共19兲

where I is a 4 ⫻ 4 identity matrix.
The velocity of point P ẋ0P is calculated from the relation
d
x̃˙ P = 关SN · x̃NP 兴 = ṠN · x̃NP
dt

共20兲

where x̃˙ P ⬅ 兵ẋ P , 1其 is a 4 ⫻ 1 vector for ẋ P and a velocity transformation matrix ṠN is the first time derivative of SN. The velocity
transformation matrix is given in recursive form as

N

Ṡ =

冦

ṠN−1 · TN共qN兲 + SN−1 ·
0

TN共qN兲
q̇N 共N ⬎ 0兲
qN
共N = 0兲

冧

共21兲

i−1

ti =

sim
tmin
+

兺 d̂ − 共d̂
j

0

+ d̂1兲 and 共0 艋 i ⬍ nseg + 3兲

共15兲

The acceleration of point P, ẍ P, is expressed as

j=0

By using Eq. 共15兲, the monotonicity of the knot sequence is assured since the segment durations are all positive. Furthermore,
the value of the third knot t2, which begins the first regular time
segment, becomes the start time of simulation tsim
min. When the
problem end time tsim
max is specified, an additional constraint on the
final time is imposed such that
031002-6 / Vol. 130, JUNE 2008

d2
x̃¨ P = 2 关SN„Q共t兲… · x̃NP 兴 = S̈N · x̃NP
dt

共22兲

where x̃¨ P ⬅ 兵ẍ P , 1其 is a 4 ⫻ 1 vector for ẍ P and S̈N is an acceleration transformation matrix that is the second time derivative of SN
given in recursive form as
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L4

Dimensions (cm)
L0
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9
L10
L11
L12
L13

5.63
5.44
6.00
18.13
12.57
30.48
24.74
8.52
9.00
38.26
39.45
9.00
9.00
10.00

q8
L3

q18
q19

q9
q7

L2

L5

q6
L1

q3
q5

L0

q10

q4
q20

q2

Mass distribution (kg)
Trunk
Pelvis
Upper
arm
Forearm,
hand
Thigh
Shank
Hind foot,
toes
Total

L8

1.78

q22

q12

35.00
14.00
2.24

L6

q0

q11

q21

q1

q23

q13

L9

8.00
3.72
1.16

q14

q24

82.8
L10
L7
q25

q15

q16

q26

L11
L12

q27

q17

L13

Fig. 4 The 31DOF human linkage model with dimensions „L0 – L13… and joint rotation axes „q0 – q27… denoted
by cylinders. Three additional degrees of freedom „q28 – q30… capture the rigid body translation of the body.
Specific segment lengths and mass values represent the values used in the computations of Sec. 4.

N

S̈ =

冤

S̈N−1 · TN共qN兲 + 2ṠN−1 ·

冉

TN共qN兲
2TN共qN兲 2 TN共qN兲
q̇N + SN−1 ·
q̈N
q̇N +
qN
qN
qN2

冊

共N ⬎ 0兲
共N = 0兲

0

The gradient of transformation matrices SN, ṠN, and S̈N with respect to the kinematic quantities of qk, q̇k, and q̈k can be evaluated
in a very straightforward manner.

Virtual Human Model Locomotion Formulation

3.1 Problem Statement. The optimization problem to be
solved for dynamic motion planning of human gait is expressed as
follows for the 31DOF skeletal model of Fig. 4:
Find
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering

共23兲

⌰ = 兵q̂ki,d̂ j其 共0 艋 i ⬍ nctrl ; 0 艋 k ⬍ nDOF ; 0 艋 j ⬍ nctrl − 1兲
共24兲
that minimize

3

冥

F共⌰兲 =

冕

T

o

f cost„X共⌰,t兲…dt ⬵

再

nsamp

兺 兺f
j

p

cost

„X共⌰,s pj兲…

冉 冊冎
d̂ j

nsamp

共25兲

subject to
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Lm1

nseg nsamp

Hl共⌰兲 =

兺兺
j

关hl+„X共⌰,s jp兲…兴2

共0 艋 l ⬍ ncnstr兲 = 0

LCm1

LT1

p

RT1

冋

hl„X共⌰,t兲…

共equality兲

max关gl„X共⌰,t兲…,0兴 共inequality兲

册

共26b兲

where ⌰ is the set of design variables that consists of the control
points q̂ki and stage durations d̂ j, F共⌰兲 is a cost function that is the
integral of the instantaneous performance measure f cost over time,
and is approximated by a finite sum of function values at sample
time points, Hl共⌰兲 is a square sum of the violation h+l of the
imposed conditions that are sorted into equality constraints
hl共⌰ , t兲 = 0 and inequality constraints gl共⌰ , t兲 艋 0, s jp is the
sample time frame and is another function of design variables, as
will be explained in Sec. 3.3.2.
Although the optimization problem posed above is extremely
general, specificity is gained by selecting specific objective and
constraint functions. In the following subsections, a number of
functions that can be used as either the objective or constraints are
presented. Then, in Sec. 4, the formulation is exercised with a
specific objective and set of constraints. The optimization problem
is solved using gradient-based SQP methods. It is noted here that
to efficiently solve the optimization problem, all the equality and
inequality constraints are collapsed into one equality constraint in
Eq. 共26b兲.
3.2

Specific Cost and Constraint Functions

3.2.1 Upright Trunk Posture. A potential objective or constraint function involves deviation of the trunk from an upright
trunk posture 共UTP兲, which is quantified with the following function:
f

UTP

共⌰,t兲 = 储共xpelv − xsp3兲 ⫻ g储

2

共27兲

where xpelv and xsp3 are the Cartesian coordinates of the pelvic
joint center associated with q0 and the third spinal joint joint
center associated with q7, respectively, and g is the gravity vector.
3.2.2 Dynamic Equilibrium. The DE condition is to enforce
equilibrium of all gravitational and inertial forces acting on the
body. This is assured in the current framework by constraining the
ZMP whose coordinate is denoted by xD and is given by Eq. 共6兲 to
lie within ⌫BOS. The corresponding constraint is specified for xD
relative to each of the bounding segments of ⌫BOS as follows:
giDE共⌰,t兲 = b关xD共⌰,t兲,xi1共⌿C共t兲兲,xi2共⌿C共t兲兲兴 艋 0
共1 艋 i 艋 nBOS兲

共28兲

The vertices of ⌫BOS for varying foot support conditions were
specified in Table 2.
3.2.3 Foot Collision Avoidance. FCA in the model keeps the
left and right feet from simultaneously occupying the same
ground points during double support conditions and is imposed
herein with the following four individual constraints whose symbols and details are further explained in Eqs. 共10a兲, 共10b兲, and
共11兲, Fig. 5, and Table 3.

gFCA
= b关xRH1,xLH1,xLT1兴 艋 0
3
=
gFCA
4

b关xRT1,xLH1,xLT1兴 艋 0
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LH1

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 Aids to FCA during RDS: „a… at left the half-plane Lm1
lateral to the medial edge of the left foot and „Lm1…C its complement and „b… at right the half-plane Lm2 lateral to the medial
edge of the right foot and „Lm2…C its complement

3.2.4 Joint Angle Limit. The limits on the rotation or translation of each joint are enforced by imposing upper and lower
bounds as follows:
min
gJAL
k 共⌰,t兲 = qk − qk共⌰,t兲 艋 0
JAL
共⌰,t兲 = qk共⌰,t兲 − qmax
艋0
gk+n
k
DOF

共1 艋 k 艋 nDOF t 苸 关tmin,tmax兴兲
共30兲

where qk is the kth degree of freedom representing either joint
and qmax
are
angle or pelvis translation at time frame t, and qmin
k
k
its upper and lower limits, respectively.
3.2.5 Initial/Final Foot Locations. To provide starting and
ending locations for the modeled walking process, the locations of
the left toe are specified at the problem start and end times, respectively, with two equality constraints expressed as follows:
init
hIFL
=0
1 共⌰兲 = xLT1共⌰,tmin兲 − x

共31兲

final
=0
hIFL
2 共⌰兲 = xLT1共⌰,tmax兲 − x

Here, xLT1 is the front medial point of the left foot and xint and
xfinal are its respective initial and final locations.
3.2.6 Static Initial/Final Conditions. In the current work, it is
desired that the model begin from a static initial position and end
at a static final position. To achieve this, the following additional
equality conditions are imposed to set the first and second derivatives of all the degrees of freedom to be zero at initial and final
time frames:
hSIF
k 共⌰兲 = q̇k共⌰,tmin兲 = 0
SIF
hk+nDOF共⌰兲 = q̈k共⌰,tmin兲 = 0
SIF
hk+2n
共⌰兲 = q̈k共⌰,tmax兲 = 0
DOF

共1 艋 k 艋 nDOF兲

共32兲

SIF
hk+3n
共⌰兲 = q̈k共⌰,tmax兲 = 0
DOF

3.2.7 Zero Yawing Moment. As discussed in Sec. 2.1.1, there
are two major forces that act on the walking biped, the inertial and
gravity force 共IGF兲 and the GRF. The yaw component of moment
Table 3 Cost function values, CPU execution times, and required optimization iterations for different cases of biped
walking
Cost

共29兲

y

RH1

RH1
LH1

= b关xLH1,xRH1,xRT1兴 艋 0
gFCA
1
= b关xLT1,xRB1,xRT1兴 艋 0
gFCA
2

x

LT1

共26a兲
hl+ =

Lm 2

LCm 2

RT1

Normal walking
共level plane兲
Slope ascent
共slope= 0.15兲
Slope ascent
共slope= 0.30兲

CPU time 共s兲

Iterations 共minor兲

840

58 共464兲

−3

2.16⫻ 10

1260

87 共483兲

5.37⫻ 10−3

1380

92 共625兲

3.80⫻ 10−4
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due to the GRF is negligible relative to that of the IGF. To avoid
excessive yawing motion of the human model, the alternating
arm-leg motions should by themselves create a nearly vanishing
resultant yawing moment by the IGF. That is, for example, the
swing forward of the left leg occurs concurrently with the swing
forward of the right arm and swing backward of the left arm so
that the yawing moment by leg motion cancels out that by the arm
motion. Such motions that yield self-equilibration of the yawing
moment are achieved herein by imposing the following inequality
condition on the model:
2

2

IGF
− Y max 艋 0
gZYM共⌰,t兲 = Y D

共33兲

where
nbody
IGF
IGF
= MD
·n=
YD

兺 关x
i

DGi

⫻ 共mig − miẍGi兲兴 · n

共34兲

IGF
is the resultant yawing component 共normal to the
Above, Y D
ground兲 of the IGF moment about the ZMP and Y max is a specified
upper bound on the magnitude of the yawing moment taken to be
very small 共=0.01 N m兲 in this study. Also, nbody denotes the number of body segments that comprise the model.

3.2.8 Friction Force Limit. Since it is assumed in this study
that the human model walks on a frictional surface, the in-plane
magnitude of the GRF at any instant is bounded above by the
product of the normal GRF and a coefficient of friction. Because
the in-plane magnitude of the IGF is equal and opposite to that of
the GRF 共by equilibrium of linear forces on the biped兲 the constraint can actually be applied to the in-plane magnitude of the
IGF. The condition is thus imposed by the following inequality
constraint:
IGF 2
IGF 2
gFFL共⌰,t兲 = 共Ffric
兲 − 2共Fnorm
兲 艋0

储F

IGF

⫻ n储 and

IGF
Fnorm
=

F

IGF

共36兲

·n

Above, FIGF is the IGF and  is the friction coefficient assumed to
be 0.45 in this study.
3.3 Continuity Issues for Constraint Function Gradients
and Additional Constraints. Gradient-based optimization methods find optimal solutions by iteratively 共1兲 assessing optimality at
a trial solution point by considering cost/constraint function values and their gradients and 共2兲 searching for a subsequent trial
solution point if the current point is not optimal. If cost/constraint
functions and/or their gradients are discontinuous, the iterative
optimization process may experience difficulty in converging to
an optimal solution.
A representative functional that features potential discontinuity
is one imposing a no-slippage condition between the ground and
foot contact points. The no-slipping condition is that the tangential
velocity to the ground plane of foot point in ground contact must
vanish. This is expressed as
储ẋ共⌰,t兲 ⫻ n储 = 0,

 苸 foot points in ground contact
共37兲

where ẋ is the velocity of the foot point  and ⌰ is the set of
design variables that include the control points for joint angle
profiles and stage durations. For each foot point, the no-slipping
condition has the following constraint with a switching condition
that depends on the foot point height above the ground plane:
gns共⌰,t兲 =

冋

0

共x共⌰,t兲 · n ⬎ 0兲

储ẋ共⌰,t兲 ⫻ n储 共x共⌰,t兲 · n = 0兲

册

共38兲

Only a special mechanism such as a rolling wheel can satisfy this
condition since the contact point between the wheel and the
ground is an instantaneous center of rotation with no slippage.
Most other mechanisms will not satisfy the condition, and thus
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering

3.3.1 Stepping Pattern Control. The stepping pattern control
specifies 共1兲 the number of gait stages and 共2兲 the sequence of
stepping patterns of corresponding gait stages. For example, consider a two-step gait motion whose sequence of foot support conditions is LDS-LSS-RDS-RSS-LDS. If each gait stage’s motion is
represented by a single time segment bounded by two consecutive
knots 关ti , ti+1兲, then the set of foot points in ground contact during
this stage ⌿c共t , t兲 can be given in mathematical form as
⌿c共t,t兲 = 兵兩x共⌰,t兲 · n = 0 for t 苸 关ti,ti+1兲其

共39兲

⌿ f 共t,t兲 = ⌿Cc

Note that for a given t, ⌿c共t , t兲 varies with the distribution of
knots t since the gait stage or time segment that incorporates t
varies with the knot distribution. Above, ⌿ f represents the
complementary set of foot points that are not in ground contact.
3.3.2 Locally Uniform Sample Time Frames. For motion planning optimization, constraint functions are evaluated at discrete
sample times from each time segment. In this study, sample times
are uniformly distributed within each time segment. For example,
the set of nsamp time sample points on the ith time segment are as
follows:
sip = p

共35兲

where
IGF
=
Ffric

both the functional and its gradient with respect to the design
variables become discontinuous. To avoid the potential functional
discontinuity, two alternative methods are applied in this study:
共1兲 an artificial constraint of step control is imposed on the problem and 共2兲 locally uniform time discretization is applied. Both
measures impose additional constraints on the optimization problem beyond those introduced in Sec. 3.2.

共ti+1 − ti兲
+ ti
nsamp

关p = 0,1, . . . ,共nsamp − 1兲兴

共40兲

A sample time sip always belongs to the ith time segment, even
with variation in the distribution of knots. Accordingly, the set of
foot points in ground contact ⌿c共sip兲 at sample time sip is not a
function of design variables. Tying this back in to the original
issue, the nonslippage constraint function of Eq. 共40兲 can now be
rewritten as
gns共,sip兲 =

冋

„ 苸 ⌿ f 共sip兲…

0

储ẋ共⌰,sip兲 ⫻ n储 = 0 „ 苸 ⌿c共sip兲…

册

共41兲

Now, the no slipping condition in Eq. 共41兲 switches only on foot
point  and sample time sip; thus, it does not switch with normal
distance of foot point to the ground that is a function of design
variables ⌰ as in Eq. 共38兲. Accordingly, its gradient in the space
of design variables ⌰ becomes continuous.

4

Numerical Examples

The proposed motion planning method is tested here on a simplified virtual human modeled as a multilinkage system with
25 degrees of freedom for the relative joint angles 兵q3 , q4 , . . . , q27其
and six degrees of freedom for rigid body pelvis rotations
兵q0 , q1 , q2其 and pelvis translations 兵q28 , q29 , q30其. The dimensions
and degrees of freedom of the virtual human model are shown in
Fig. 4. Since the framework is based on gradient-based optimization with inverse dynamics, the specific cost and constraint functions and design variables utilized to achieve somewhat realistic
normal walking motions with the model are described. Three numerical examples of a biped walking on a level plane and ascending on gently and steep inclined planes are presented 共Fig. 6兲.
4.1 Walking on a Level Plane. To realize somewhat normal
walking of the virtual human model, the cost or objective function
chosen for minimization is the deviation of the trunk from an
upright posture. The constraints imposed are: 共1兲 The virtual human takes three steps with the corresponding foot-support sequence: LDS-LSS-RDS-RSS-LDS-LSS-RDS. 共2兲 The walking
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Side view

slope

Orthographic from behind

0.0

(a)

(b)

0.15

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

0.30

Fig. 6 Locomotion of a biped that demonstrates normal walking on a level plane „„a… and „b……, on a gently inclined plane „„c…
and „d……, and on a steeply inclined plane „„e… and „f……. To facilitate viewing, the posture has been offset walking direction.
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shown in Fig. 6 from different viewpoints, with the postures
shown taken at intervals of about 0.5 s. As would be expected, the
modeled walking shows knee bending of the swinging leg to
avoid foot collision with the ground and alternating arm-leg motion to cancel out the yawing moment created by the inertia forces
from the swinging leg. The trajectories of the ZMP and the projected COM 共PCOM兲 are shown in Fig. 7 relative to supporting
footprints or the BOS. In the figure, both the ZMP and the PCOM
remain close to the imaginary centerline curve traced out by medial supporting foot points. Although these spatial trajectories
overlap each other, they feature a relative lead-lag motion in the
anterior-posterior direction 共Fig. 8共a兲兲 although not in the medial
direction 共Fig. 8共b兲兲. In either direction, the ZMP always remains
within the instantaneous BOS to maintain DE. The PCOM, how-

Medial-Lateral

distance is one meter with xinit = 共−0.5, 0 , 0兲 and xfinal = 共0.5, 0 , 0兲.
共3兲 There is no joint velocity or acceleration at the beginning and
end of motion. Additional constraints for DE, JALs, FCA, ZYM,
and FFL conditions are also imposed throughout the motion.
Other walking parameters, such as intermediate supporting foot
locations and the time durations for single support and DSPs, are
not specified but are instead optimized. The flexibility to optimize
such walking parameters is one of the crucial factors of the proposed motion planning methods that permits adaptability. The
number of time segments is limited to one per gait stage to minimize the optimization problem size. The cost and constraint functions are evaluated at six sample time points per time segment.
The actual optimization problems associated with the motion
planning are solved here with SNOPT™, which employs an SQP
algorithm specialized for large-scale constrained optimization
problems with smooth nonlinear cost and constraint functions. As
in Eqs. 共26a兲 and 共26b兲, inequality constraints are treated as equality constraints with the sum of their squared violations integrated
over time to reduce the number of constraints. Motion planning of
the three-step normal walking on a level plane here took a total of
58 major iterations to converge and required only 840 CPU s on a
Pentium® 3.60 GHz computer. By far, most of the CPU time
consumed was dedicated to information transfer back and forth
between the optimization program and the motion planning software that computed all functionals and their gradients. Of the
840 s of total CPU time, the actual optimization operations consumed only approximately 4 s.
The optimal walking locomotion for the model utilized is
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Anterior-Posterior

0.2

0.3

0.4

Fig. 7 The trajectories for the BOS, PCOM, and ZMP for normal walking on a level plane. The ZMP „black dots… and PCOM
„blue open squares… traverse the BOS „red outline….
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Fig. 8 ZMP „black filled dots… and PCOM „blue open squares… trajectories over the BOS „gray regions… in anteriorposterior direction „„a…, „c…, and „e……, and in medial-lateral direction „„b…, „d…, and „f…… for normal walking on a level plane,
walking on a plane sloped at 0.15, and walking on a plane sloped at 0.30, respectively

ever, traces a simpler curve in time that reflects steady motion of
the trunk that carries most of the body mass and sometimes strays
outside of the instantaneous BOS.
Further elaboration on the movement of the ZMP in time is

shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Gait stage 3 共Fig. 9兲 involves double
support with the right foot out in front 共RDS兲. During this stage,
the ZMP makes substantial forward progress and moves ahead of
the PCOM as the weight is transferred from the left foot to the

PCoM

ZMP

PCoM

a)

b)

ZMP

Fig. 9 Stage 3 locomotion during DSP with RDS: „a… view from the top and „b…
side view from the right. The figures in dashed red lines denote the array of body
postures; the six black dots trace out the ZMP trajectory, and blue open squares
denote the PCOM trajectory.
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ZMP

PCoM

ZMP
PCoM

Fig. 10 Locomotion during RSS Stage 4 as the left leg swings forward: „a… view from the
top and „b… side view from the right. The figures in dashed red lines again denote the array
of the postures, while the black filled dots show the ZMP trajectory, and the blue open
squares the PCOM.

right. During the subsequent motions of stage 4 共Fig. 10兲, which
involves RSS with the forward swinging of the left leg, the ZMP
falls back behind the PCOM.

STAGE DURATION (sec)

1.5

1

0.5

0
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4
GAIT STAGE
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7

Fig. 11 Computed gait stage durations in seconds for normal
walking on a level plane
Right Hip Flexion

As previously noted, the durations of the seven gait stages modeled herein are not prescribed and are determined as part of the
modeling problem. The optimal stage durations computed for the
problem at hand are shown in Fig. 11. The sum of the stage
durations is the total travel time of 4.65 s. The odd stage durations
共1,3,5,7兲 in Fig. 11 correspond to double support conditions, and
the even stages 共2,4,6兲 to single support. It is noteworthy that the
durations for all the double support stages are 0.1 s, which is the
minimum allowed.
The need to specify minimum durations for the double foot
support stages requires some explanation. There are two primary
reasons for imposing minimum durations of the stages. The first is
that this precludes singularity of the modified B-spline basis functions in Eqs. 共14a兲–共14d兲. Second, as pointed out in the discussion
of Fig. 10, the ZMP makes significant forward progress during the
double foot support stages and even moves well ahead of the
PCOM, albeit temporarily. The reason for such separation developing between the ZMP and PCOM is the significant inertia
forces associated with the body’s forward motion. One way to
generate sufficient inertia forces with both feet on the ground and
the trunk upright is to minimize the stage duration. Note that if the
stage duration is reduced by a factor of 2, the magnitude of inertial forces increases by a factor of 4 with the same range of motion. Due to this tendency for the double-foot support stages to be
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Fig. 12 Profiles of joint angles for „a… hip flexion, „b… knee extension, and „c… ankle dorsiflexion. Both first and second time
derivatives of the joint angles are also shown to illustrate their continuity characteristics. The time derivatives are scaled as
noted to fit onto their angle.
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Fig. 13 Biped model’s ascent of an inclined slope: „a… xyz axes are attached to the slope. „b… When the
system is rotated by ␣, the biped ascent is equivalent to normal walking with fraction of gravity force
„mg sin␣… that pulls the biped backward.

very short and due to the potential singularity of the spline basis
functions as the durations tend to zero, lower bounds on these
stage durations are imposed.
The time histories of right hip extension 共q13兲, right knee extension 共q14兲, and right ankle plantar flexion 共q15兲 are representative joint angles in the human model and are plotted in Fig. 12.
Their first and second time derivatives are also shown. Since the
joint angle histories in time are interpolated using linear combinations of cubic B-spline basis functions, the second time derivatives of the joint angle histories are continuous but feature a piecewise linear behavior. In Fig. 12, the first and second time
derivatives are scaled to fit onto the same axes as the joint angle
histories.

movement. Such nonzero inertial forces result in the separation of
the ZMP and PCOM during motion while zero inertial forces
result in their coincidence at the initial and final frames when
static equilibrium is imposed 共Fig. 8兲. As the slope gets steeper,
larger inertia forces are needed, and these are achieved in the
model by reducing the total travel time. The cost function values
significantly increase with an increase in steepness of the slope.
The number of optimization iterations and cost function values for
all three walking cases are shown in Table 3, and these indicate
that as the slope steepness increases, the number of optimization
iterations and CPU time required to solve the problem increase.

4.2 Slope Ascending. Two examples of the biped model ascending an inclined plane are also presented here. In the first, the
plane is inclined at a slope of 0.15 with respect to the horizontal,
and in the second, the slope magnitude is 0.30. For comparison
purposes, all the parameters, except for the gravity vector, are kept
the same in these simulations as they were for normal walking on
a level plane. When the ground plane is inclined with angle ␣ in
the human model’s sagittal plane, the gravity vector is divided
into two components in terms of axes attached to the slope 共Fig.
12兲,

5

g共␣兲 = Cg共sin共␣兲ex + cos共␣兲ez兲

共42兲

where Cg共=−9.81 m / s 兲 is a gravity constant, ex is a unit vector in
the anterior direction on the slope, and ez is the unit vector normal
direction to the slope. In essence, the slope ascending problem is
very much like walking on a level plane with the exception that
now the posterior gravity force 共=Cg sin共␣兲ex兲 constantly pulls the
biped back in the posterior direction throughout the motion 共Fig.
13共b兲兲, and its normal component 共=Cg cos共␣兲ez兲 is reduced. The
cost function for UTP measure is generic enough to be applied to
slope ascent motion planning in that the minimum trunk deviation
is achieved by aligning the trunk to the gravity vector 共Eq. 共27兲兲.
The optimal slope ascent locomotions are shown in Figs. 6共c兲
and 6共d兲 for the gentle slope and Figs. 6共e兲 and 6共f兲 for the steeper
slope. In the noted figures, the xyz axes are rotated from the level
ground back to the original inclined slope for rendering. The initial and final postures show forward leaning trunk postures to keep
the static equilibrium imposed by the static constraints 共Eq. 共32兲兲
at the initial and final postures. By leaning forward the biped
generates positive tipping moment about the y axis to counter the
opposing moment by the posterior gravity force. While moving,
the biped can generate the moment to counteract the posterior
gravity moment with the inertial forces from limb and trunk
2
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Discussion and Conclusions

The proposed ZMP-based formulation for motion planning associated with bipedal locomotion satisfies the unilaterality condition with unknown GRFs as well as DE conditions without the
necessity of quantifying actuating joint torques. The formulation
is highly efficient in that it avoids the time-consuming expense
associated with having to solve equations of motion over the time
frame of interest. The method poses motion planning associated
with walking as an optimization problem. In the sample problems
presented, all of the constraints were aggregated into a single
equality constraint. This treatment of constraints led to a rapid
convergence to feasible and optimal solutions in all three of the
examples presented.
Although the proposed formulation does not require solving for
joint actuating torques, it must be employed with caution. Since
ZMP-based DE conditions take care of only two in-plane angular
components of resultant forces 共see Eq. 共5兲兲, additional constraints
for equilibrium are required for completeness: one for out-ofplane components 共i.e., yawing moment兲 and another for each of
the linear components 共i.e., two in-plane and one normal forces兲.
In the current formulation, therefore, the magnitude of yawing
moment by inertia and gravity forces is assumed to vanish since
the yawing moment produced by the frictional components of the
ground-reaction forces has a very small moment arm 共less than the
foot-length dimensions兲 about the COP. With yawing moments
associated with the very small GRFs, the yawing moments due to
inertia and gravity forces should equilibrate themselves. Also, a
physical constraint that restricts the magnitude of friction forces to
be only a fraction of the normal ground reaction force should be
properly applied to three linear components of inertial forces 共Eq.
共36兲兲.
Since the ZMP-based formulation explained and demonstrated
herein does not involve joint actuating torques, it is hard to imJUNE 2008, Vol. 130 / 031002-13
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pose any constraints or performance measures associated with actuating torques. Nevertheless, even in its current form, the ZMPbased formulation can still be an extremely valuable tool for
exploring changes in walking parameters 共i.e., step length, cadence, stage durations, foot placement, etc.兲 that keep walking
stability.
When inverse dynamics is used for motion planning, the
smoothness in time of the assumed displacement field acts as an
implicit constraint that could perhaps conflict with other constraints and may make the solution domain infeasible. In the proposed methods, the number of control points for cubic B-spline
curve approximation is the control parameter for the smoothness
constraint. However, there is no general way of knowing the minimum number of control points necessary to secure the feasibility
of the problem. Though more control points can increase the
smoothness of the displacement field and can secure the feasibility
of the problem, the computational cost significantly increases with
it. When more artificial constraints 共i.e., to specify travel time,
initial posture or PCOM trajectory兲 come into consideration, it
increases the potential conflict with the smoothness constraint.
Thus, by using a minimum number of artificial constraints, the
proposed optimization formulation can secure the feasible domain
and minimize the computational cost with a small number of control points.
The motion planning formulation was exercised on three different problems involving walking on a level plane, walking on a
gently sloped plane, and walking on a more steeply inclined plane.
These problems were solved in between 840 CPU s and
1380 CPU s on a current generation personal computer. As the
slope became steeper, more iterations were required to obtain feasible motion-planning solutions; consequently, the CPU time required also increased. The cost or objection function values associated with walking up an inclined plane were also considerably
higher than those for walking on a level plane. These results
would be consistent with the observation that as the feasible domain of a motion planning problem becomes more restricted 共as is
the case for walking up a sloped plane兲, one can anticipate a
higher optimal cost value and more optimization iterations to find
the optimum.
The authors believe that while the computational times reported
here for the motion-planning computations are quite small 共i.e.,
between 14 CPU min and 22 CPU min兲, the times can still be reduced by approximately an order of magnitude by keeping both
the optimizer and the motion-planning software in the computer’s
shared random access memory 共RAM兲 simultaneously. This
would significantly reduce the time required for information transfer 共functional values and their gradients兲 between the processes.
There are a multitude of potential applications for modeling
human walking as described herein. From a biomechanics perspective, a first goal is to better understand normal locomotion in
healthy individuals and to validate the framework’s ability to predict the gaits that constitute normal locomotion. If this can be
achieved with a high degree of confidence, then such models
might then be turned to study and address locomotion in humans
with gait pathologies stemming from a wide range of causal
mechanisms. While the model has been exercised here to explore
normal walking motions, it is foreseen that the model might, with
further development, be very useful in exploring how limb or
skeletal asymmetries affect or create abnormal locomotion. The
formulation might further be used to devise intervention techniques that would help to restore normal locomotion to patients.
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